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scene graph default actions for your bone positions. and having that created the correct bone positions. You will need to update the correct bone positions in the simulation. You can do that by selecting the bone and selecting 'update.' Or you can just modify the values in the action editor. It would be a little easier to just hand edit the action or try to
find a premade animation instead. This is a lot of work for something that you can easily make a duplicate animation of and tweak. A: I was finally able to solve the problem. The problem seems to be related to the objects orientation. I had to select the object, then select "manipulate"->"orientation" to get a snap point so I could modify it. Q:

prevent input value from changing after page refresh using ajax and php I am trying to create a script to block an input value until the page is refreshed. I was hoping the value would stay the same after refresh but it seems to be updating the value. My website is built on wordpress and is live at if anyone wants to test. Here is my code. This is in the
header of the page (the page loads fine without this code). jQuery(function(){ $("#Text-Box").keyup(function(){ $.ajax({ url: "/include/get-sales-cta.php", type: "POST", data: { action: "cancellation_complete", text: $("#Text-Box").val() }, success: function(output){
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